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Project Name
Frame House 


Project Type
Wine Country Retreat, New Build 


Location
Sonoma, California, USA


Status
Completed 2021


Gross Floor Area
4,065 ft2






Frame House


A concrete
framework establishes the structure and rhythm of Frame House, a residence in
the Sonoma countryside. Rooted on a hillside above a forested canyon and
vineyards, this structural grid maximizes the connection between the inside and
out, allowing for natural light and direct access to the exterior from every
room. The loggia, which wraps three sides of the house’s perimeter, shades
living spaces and provides access to expansive views from the second level
decks. The house is designed to confront the “new normal” reality of
climate-change fueled wildfires in California. The property was ravaged by the
Nuns Wildfire in 2017 and after the previous home suffered damage, the new home
was to be armored with fire resistant materials. Concrete columns, shear walls,
soffits, and metal clad windows are softened by the addition of wood clad
panels which are added as a superficial and sa…



Project Name
Octothorpe House 


Project Type
High Desert Residence, New Build 


Location
Tetherow, Bend, Oregon, USA


Status
Completed 2021 


Gross Floor Area
3340 ft2






Octothorpe House


Octothorpe House is one of the first buildings constructed using cross-laminated timber produced in the United States. Sitting on the site of a forest lost to wildfire two decades ago, the home nods to the place’s history with ashen Shou Sugi Ban cedar board siding and the raw CLT finish of its interior. Formally, four intersecting shed-roofed bars divide the plan into public and private areas. The intersections of the bars form planting courtyards around the building—one fully enclosed at the building’s center and seven semi-enclosed at its perimeter. The narrowness of each bar and generous glazing on opposing walls create a light-filled interior that merges with the outside.



Project Name
The Silver Lining House 


Project Type
Urban Residence, Rebuild


Location
San Francisco, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2021


Gross Floor Area
2916 ft2






The Silver Lining House


A house for an architectural photographer and interior designer, this project conceptually functions as a container for their furniture and art collections and laboratory for their work. While the project was deep in the stages of redesign, a fire ravaged the home and forced a critical rethinking of the design goals. The proportions, scale, and exterior massing take cues from its gabled Victorian neighbors that step up the steep typical San Francisco streetscape. Inside, objects clad in textures, patterns, and materiality reflect the owners' collective creative spirit. The house starts at the bottom with a darker palette for the primary bedroom suite and garden space, and gradually moves up to a lighter and brighter palette on the entry level, and a bright white light and view catcher in the third story addition’s great room. A central curved and sculpted staircase allows light from t…



Project Name
Skigard Hytte


Project Type
Mountain Retreat, New Build


Location
Kvitfjell, Norway


Status
Completed 2019


Gross Floor Area
1,500 ft2






Skigard Hytte


On top of a mountain in Kvitfjell, Norway is a regular grid of 45 wooden columns. The columns lift a 144sqm cabin 1.5m above the ground, allowing native grasses that sheep and cows graze on to grow below. The columns are clad with skigard, a long and narrow, quarter cut tree log that is traditionally laid out diagonally by Norwegian farmers as fencing. The roof is overgrown with the same native grasses found on the ground below and on century’s old Norwegian buildings. The cabin is accessed through a series of wide wooden steps that lead to a veranda which frames the view of a valley and river below. Internally, the wood cabin is divided along its length into four smaller spaces, each housed under a frustrum ceiling capped with a skylight. The spaces are scaled intimately but open visually and physically to the landscape below and a small grove of trees the cabin is nestled in.



Project Name
Ridge House 


Project Type
Wine Country Guest House, New Build


Location
Sonoma, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2017


Gross Floor Area
1,400 ft2






Ridge House


At this compact Sonoma guesthouse, board-formed concrete sculpted into austere volumes carves into dry earth, suspending guest rooms over a plateau’s edge. The building is composed of three small volumes that step down with the changing grade, nesting into the site’s natural contours so that the mass of the building is softened into the hillside. Terracotta concrete blends with the rich, rusty colorations of the property’s rock to enhance the impression of its rootedness. A continuous, multi-gabled roof joins the private units into a coherent whole. Solid concrete walls and roof shield the interior from the sun during the harshest times of day. The roof’s oblique ridges direct views from within the house out to the remarkable hills beyond and shade the windows to protect from the intensity of the summer sun.



Project Name
Dobbel Hytte


Project Type
Mountain Retreat, New Build


Location
Kvitfjell, Norway


Status
Completed, 2022


Gross Floor Area
1,750 ft2






Dobbel Hytte


This ski cabin for a family of four is Mork Ulnes Architect’s second project in Kvitfjell, Norway. With the ambition to accommodate three bedrooms, two bathrooms, a spacious living area, and a two-car carport on a site with relatively little flat area, the siting of the building’s mass becomes the design driver. To make it nimble and adaptable to the site, the cabin’s mass was broken into two, slim, gabled volumes. These two volumes are angled to perch along the contours of the site’s slope and step down with the grade. The interplay of the volumes also allows maximum access to natural light throughout the plan and invites to bleed into the spaces between the two building wings, creating a continuous indoor-outdoor connection throughout the house. 



Project Name
Troll Hus 


Project Type
Mountain Retreat, New Build 


Location
Norden, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2015


Gross Floor Area
3300 ft2






Troll Hus


Troll Hus is a 3,300sf single-family residence in Norden, California driven both by the extreme environmental conditions found at a 6,800 foot elevation and a California sensibility of generous indoor-outdoor living. Based on the alpine chalet building type, the house is lifted on concrete legs to protect it from snow in excess of 800 inches a year. The building’s orientation shields it from prevailing winds while allowing living spaces to open onto glazed south-facing balconies, maximizing solar exposure in the winter and shading the interior in the summer. The main living space at the upper level has an open plan configuration below two vaulted ceilings capped with skylights, demarcating two smaller spaces more akin in scale to an alpine cabin. The building is clad in pine tar-treated wood—the same natural, robust cladding found on 1000 year old Norwegian barns—which allows Troll Hu…



Project Name
Furusæter


Project Type
Forest lodging, New Build


Location
Ringebu, Norway


Status
In design 


Gross Floor Area
1185 ft2






Furusæter


The cabin is situated in a clearing in the forest, positioning itself in between the trees. The volume is supported by columns to spare the ground and adjust to the sloping landscape of the site. A large rock serves as a natural starting point for the bridge leading to the entrance of the cabin. The bridge continues between the trees, creating a place to experience the forest at a higher elevation. The design of the cabin is inspired by local traditional building practices, particularly drawing inspiration from storehouses (stabbur) and lofts. Exterior walls, doors, and windows are planned in wood, treated with "tjære" to create the dark silhouette of the cabin in the deep forest. When the forest is green, the cabin blends in among the trees. During winter the cabin, along with the dark tree trunks, stands as a contrast to the white snow. The inside is planned in light wood creating a…



Project Name
Staggered Cabin


Project Type
Mountain Retreat, New Build 


Location
South Lake Tahoe, California, USA


Status
Construction completing spring 2024


Gross Floor Area
1469 ft2






Staggered Cabin


Situated at an elevation of over 6000’ (1800 m), Staggered Cabin deploys shed-roofed volumes to integrate onto a sloping site where South Lake Tahoe meets the foot of the mountains beyond. As the dark stained cedar-clad volumes shift and step down the alpine slope, they create compact exterior courtyards that celebrate some of the small site’s natural resources: boulders, massive Jeffrey Pines, and a level patch of ground that enjoys abundant sunlight. Inside, the 1400 square foot cabin efficiently distributes sleeping quarters about a central living and dining space that opens to the outdoors on either side. Finished in plywood, the cabin takes advantage of its steeply pitched shed-roof geometry to capture additional mezzanine spaces, maximizing functionality while maintaining a gentle approach to the site. Large openings frame views up into the trees or out onto the immediate contex…



Project Name
Alpine Split Cabin


Project Type
Mountain Retreat, New Build 


Location
Tahoe, California, USA


Status
Construction completing spring 2024


Gross Floor Area
2122 ft2






Alpine Split Cabin


The snow depth at Serene Lakes, at an elevation of over 6900’ (2060 m), can exceed 800 inches per season. To allow for the primary rooms of the home to enjoy natural light throughout the year, the main living space and bedrooms are raised on a concrete base which serves the dual functions of sheltered carport and ski room / mudroom entryway. Above, a modern chalet clad in light wood paneling contains three bedrooms, 2 baths, a kitchen, dining and living area, as well as a sleeping loft for overflow guests and storage. While the house is split vertically with its materiality -concrete at the base to protect from deep snow and wood above to reflect alpine heritage - it is also split horizontally with two volumes shifted to create a single ridgeline made of two shed roofs. A south facing deck provides summer access to the California indoor- outdoor lifestyle and enjoys a treehouse like p…



Project Name
Kailua House 


Project Type
Tropical Residence, New Build 


Location
White Sands, Hawaii, USA


Status
Construction completing spring 2024


Gross Floor Area
5126 ft2






Kailua House


Located down a short path from the Kailua beach on the eastern shore of Oahu, this house has peekaboo views of the Pacific Ocean and the Mokulua Islands off Lanikai. Despite its proximity to the beach, the surrounding neighborhood is fairly dense, which created a desire to focus the house inward to the lush jungle landscape and celebrate the island mana of Hawaii. The house, a simple two story bar structure with a central stair leading from the main living area to the bedrooms, is adjoined by a grass-roofed lanai structure. At the center of the lanai and directly adjacent to the living space is a linear pool. The roof of the lanai opens in a half-circular void to bring sun and warmth to the pool while also providing a respite from the Hawaiian sun and frequent tropical rains. The lanai is perched upon four separate volumes containing an outdoor bathroom, office, outdoor kitchen, and a…



Project Name
Split Brick House 


Project Type
Urban Residence, New Build


Location
Toronto, Canada 


Status
Construction completing winter 2024


Gross Floor Area
3400 ft2






Split Brick House


Located in an old residential neighbourhood in Toronto, Split Brick House addresses the spatial needs of a family of four within an efficient mass that respects the character of its built context- The home is split-level in order to satisfy fairly complex local planning and buildings department regulations, while severe Toronto winters and limited access to sunlight guide its formal response to the environment. The buildings mass steps back in response to the path of the sun, maximising access to sunlight in the winter. At the centre of the home, a generous light well brightens the interior throughout the year. 



Project Name
Mylla Hytte 


Project Type
Mountain Retreat, New Build 


Location
Mylla, Norway 


Status
Completed, 2017


Gross Floor Area
940 ft2






Mylla Hytte


Mylla is a small 84 square meter (940 square foot) cabin located in a towering pine forest outside of Oslo. Designed as a retreat for a geologist and his family, the building sits firmly on a hilltop and is formed by the forces of the landscape around it. Though planning regulations required a gable roof, Mylla splits the gable in half to create four shed roofs that radiate in a pinwheel configuration. Two sheltered outdoor spaces are created which are protected from the wind and from snow shed. The exterior is clad simply with untreated heart pine planks, which register the seasons as it greys and weathers with time. The compact interior, finished in plywood and unified with a continuous roof canopy, can house up to ten people across three dedicated bedrooms and two full bathrooms. Custom plywood furniture, including bed frames, bunk beds, couch, dining table, benches, and shelves ar…



Project Name
Triple Barn House 


Project Type
Wine Country Residence, New Build 


Location
Sonoma, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2017


Gross Floor Area
1,751 ft2






Triple Barn House


Engaging the steep topography at this Sonoma site began as a practical exercise to address access and led to a more holistic design approach for of the residence itself. The lower level at this two-story house carves out a space in the hillside to allow for a complete firetruck turn-around at the top of the driveway, creating a void under the main level of the house. A fanning plan wraps the horizontal mass around a central focal point and directs the upper level in a very extroverted fashion back out to the landscape. Panelized corten cladding also ties the exterior finish back to the ground with its strong connection to the rust-colored dirt on-site.



Project Name
Trippel Hytte 


Project Type
Mountain Retreat, New Build


Location
Kvitfjell, Norway


Status
Completed, 2021


Gross Floor Area
1,500 ft2






Trippel Hytte


At a junction of cross country and downhill ski trails on the top of Varden in Kvitfjell, sits the Trippel Hytte. The word Varden in Norwegian means a stack or collection of stones at the top of a mountain or hill which are used to mark a hilltop or walking path. Designed for a family of five avid skiers, this collection of three small cabins is skewed to orient each structure towards views of high mountain tops in the distance. The staggered agglomeration of the three cabin volumes references the agricultural buildings in the region that often built over generations as needs and means dictate. Also in reference to the regional building tradition, wooden roof gutters project from the edges of the building to move the water away from the wood siding. The building’s three smaller cabins contain a great room, three bedrooms, a loft playroom and extra sleeping space, a bathroom with sauna…



Project Name
Moose Road 


Project Type
Rural Retreat, New Build 


Location
Eagle Rock, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2011 


Gross Floor Area
1140 ft²






Moose Road


This project site offers a prized vantage point onto three locally celebrated landscapes: “Eagle Rock,” a striking mountain ridge and a valley of vineyards below. Each oriented toward one of the landscapes beyond, the plan’s three prongs extend precisely in between the existing trees to carefully preserve each oak tree. The house was also constructed on steel stilts to avoid severing tree roots. To cut costs and minimize waste, the building was designed according to standard–sized, off–the–shelf sheet materials. This strategy was essential to completing the building within a tiny budget.



Project Name
15th Street


Project Type
Urban Residence, Rebuild 


Location
San Francisco, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2017 


Gross Floor Area
2900 ft2






15th Street


Incorporating expansive, generous space into this 1907 San Francisco Victorian’s attic required significant volumetric intervention to produce continuity in an otherwise traditionally segmented home. The gabled attic level is lightly divided into bedrooms by a series of incomplete partition walls. Around the solid walls, a wood and glass framework completes the delineation of space, acoustically sealing-off the separate rooms. The open framework allows total visibility across the house’s length, creating spaciousness within this tight plan. A double-height void is cut into the center of the plan for a new stair atrium that operates as the organizational and spatial hub of the house, linking the newly habitable attic to the existing living level. Where the atrium bisects the attic level, the attic’s wood framework becomes a graphic echo of the original roofline within the new building …



Project Name
Meier Road


Project Type
Art Studio, New Build


Location
Sebastopol, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2013


Gross Floor Area
 3220 ft2






Meier Road


Meier Road is a complex of structures that began with the salvaging of a derelict wooden barn on a rural property in Sebastopol, California. The main structure is a 2500sf artist’s studio, office, and storage building that is clad in barn wood though inverts the pitched-roof form of the original. The inverted pitch roof creates sweeping double height spaces for art production and storage, while providing natural ventilation, natural light, and views out toward the property. A 720 sf concrete kitchen and dining space grows out from the studio. Nicknamed the “Amoeba,” it reaches toward the landscape and literally captures it to create a lush interior garden that softly separates the kitchen from the dining area. The roof is an exposed wood, scissor-beam roof construction with a large, diffuse skylight that brings light into the center of the building for people and plants. Though its fo…



Project Name
20th Street


Project Type
Urban Residence, Rebuild and Extension 


Location
San Francisco, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2011


Gross Floor Area
2090 ft2






20th Street


This renovation represents unconventional materials’ capacity to elevate a project otherwise constricted by a tiny budget and planning scrutiny. With an imperative to create an impact on the exterior but remain within the city’s preservation and zoning requirements, a matte black cladding, typically used on skateboarding ramps, wraps the house’s existing two-levels. The residence’s social functions are relocated into a vertical penthouse addition with sweeping views. A hand-drilled, operable steel screen doubles as an awning and diffuses light to imbue the penthouse with a playful atmosphere. The same hills that poise the residence to have panoramic views also create a notably steep backyard. This sectional condition is celebrated as it enables a connection directly from the third floor to the back garden via a steel catwalk.



Project Name
Egebergslottet


Project Type
Urban Residence, Renovation 


Location
Oslo, Norway


Status
Completed, 2016 


Gross Floor Area
2140 ft2






Egebergslottet


At one time the billiards-room of an Oslo mansion, this 2-storey apartment now functions as a residence for a young family. Originally built in 1899 and converted to apartments in the 1930’s, this renovation transforms the space to align with the needs of the client’s contemporary lifestyle. Existing walls were demolished and reconfigured to create a generous open kitchen and living area, while skylights and windows placed in the upper level partition walls allow light to filter through the rooms uninterrupted. As a counter to the harsh Scandinavian winters, the interior is painted white as a means to maximize reflected light into the residence.



Project Name
Clayton Street


Project Type
Urban Residence, Renovation 


Location
San Francisco, California, USA


Status
Completed, 2008


Gross Floor Area
2618 ft2






Clayton Street


This 19th century flat in San Francisco’s Haight Ashbury neighborhood had been extensively remodeled in the 1960’s, resulting in an eclectic mix of Victorian details and quirky California Hippie interventions. The 2008 renovation celebrated this unique combination, while incorporating more natural light and enhancing the flow of space to better suit contemporary life. A double story space forms the heart of the residence and connects the two levels. A solid, butcher-block stairway and bridge connect the public living space on the entry floor to the more private sleeping quarters on the upper level. Roof dormers were added to accommodate a bathroom and offer sweeping views of the city. The stair and bridge were built by recycling floorboards from the existing attic floor and contribute to the ethos of this former hippie flat. A hand-made wooden longboard-like swing hangs from the bridg…



Project Name
Cabana


Project Type
Pre-fab Accessory Dwelling Units 


Location
USA


Status
Over 100 Cabanas Completed, 2007-2012


Gross Floor Area
100 -1000 ft2






Cabana


These factory-built mini houses were designed to fill a market-void in small, contemporary, and flexible-use accessory structures. Cabanas come in standard 10x10, 10x12, 10x16 and 12x25 configurations. The modular, pre-fabricated design allows multiple units to be connected together in order to create expanded floor plans ranging from 100 to 1,000+ square feet. Modern Cabana is a testament to the idea that contemporary pre-fab, sustainable design is compatible with affordability, ease of construction, and good design (cheap/fast/good). Over 100 cabanas have been built at the San Francisco factory and installed around the United States.
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MORK-ULNES is an international architecture practice with offices in San Francisco, California and Oslo, Norway. We approach projects with both Scandinavian practicality and a Californian can-do spirit of innovation. Our built work is characterised by both playfulness and restraint—the result of a rigorous and concept-driven process that is informed by an economy of means and materials. Since its founding by Casper Mork-Ulnes in 2005, Mork-Ulnes Architects has built on three continents and worked on projects at a variety of scales, from master plans and mixed-use buildings to ground up residences and 100 square foot cabins. Our current projects include: a master plan for a new community in the California Sierras; a cross-laminated timber home in Oregon; a surf cabin in Brazil; and 100,000 ft2 + mixed-use buildings in both Norway and California. Mork-Ulnes Architects has been the recipient of numerous national and international honors, including the Architectural League of New York’s 2020 Emerging Voices award, two nominations for the The European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture – Mies van der Rohe Award, and Architectural Record’s 2015 World-wide Design Vanguard award (given to ten practitioners internationally). A recipient of over 10 awards from the American Institute of Architects, the firm has also been widely featured in international publications such as Detail, The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Wallpaper*, Architectural Record, Domus, Architizer, Dezeen, Abitare, The Financial Times, and Dwell Magazine.













Casper Mork-Ulnes
Norwegian born, Casper was raised in Italy, Scotland and the United States, which has brought a broad perspective to his eponymous firm’s work. In 2015, Casper was named one of “California’s finest emerging talents” by the American Institute of Architects California Council. He was selected by the Norwegian National Museum as one of “the most noteworthy young architects in Norway” with the exhibit “Under 40. Young Norwegian Architecture 2013.” In 2020, Casper was awarded the Emerging Voices award by The Architectural League of New York. 


Lexie Mork-Ulnes
A 5th generation Californian, Lexie received a Bachelor of Arts in Sculpture and Art History from University of California, Berkeley and attended California College of Arts to study Furniture Design. Lexie worked as a product, furniture and store designer for two large global retail companies for over 10 years and is now focusing on interior design for Mork Ulnes Architects in Norway and North America. 



Robert Scott
Bob holds a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from Ohio State University, and a Master of Architecture from Yale University. He has extensive experience in residential design, and has been a key collaborator on a range of project types, including art installations, academic buildings, hotels, and master plans. His interests are rooted in examining the role material expression plays in the performance of architecture as a cultural instrument that is inextricably tied to people and place.


Alexandra Still
Alex holds a B.A. in Architecture from the University of California, Berkeley, and a Master of Architecture from Princeton University. Prior to joining Mork-Ulnes Architects, she worked for several design offices in both the Bay Area and New York City.


Colin Griffin
Born and raised in the Bay Area, Colin received his Master of Architecture at the University of California, Berkeley and holds a B.A. in History and English Literature from the University of Chicago. He has worked with several design offices on a variety of projects throughout Northern California.


Kaoru Lovett
Born and raised in Hawaii, Kaoru holds a B.A. of Environmental Design from the University of Hawaii, and a Master of Architecture from the Harvard Graduate School of Design. Prior to joining Mork-Ulnes Architects, Kaoru has worked for several design offices in Europe, Japan, and Hawaii.


Max Sanchez
Born and raised in the Bay Area, Max holds a B.A. in Architecture with High Distinction from California College of the Arts. Prior to joining Mork-Ulnes Architects, Max has worked for several prominent design offices in New York and San Francisco. Max believes strongly in the idea that good design is rooted in a careful approach and an open collaboration between clients, consultants and skilled craftspeople.


Brendan Carr
Brendan holds a B.S. in Architecture from the University of Cincinnati, and a Master of Architecture from Rice University where he received the William D. Darden Thesis Award. Prior to joining Mork-Ulnes Architects, Brendan worked at a number of architecture offices in San Francisco, Houston, and New York City with experience in residential and institutional project types.


Hanna Kjellberg-Line
Hanna holds a Master of Architecture from NTNU, Norwegian University of Science and Technology. In her master thesis she studied architecture in symbiotic relation to various landscapes, and further developed an interest in how we experience spaces inside as well as outside. She has prior experience in residential and cultural projects working with offices in Oslo and Trondheim. Her approach is based on her passion for composition, esthetics, materials and nature.


Leanne Nagata
Born and raised in California, Leanne holds a B.A. in Architecture from the University of California, Berkeley, and a Master of Architecture from Yale University. Prior to joining Mork-Ulnes Architects, Leanne worked on a variety of project types with different design offices in San Francisco, Houston, and New Haven.


Sofie Ramstad
Sofie holds a B.A. in Architecture from The Oslo School of Architecture, and is currently working as an intern at Mork Ulnes Architects. 


Luigi Grosso
Born and raised in Sicily, Italy, Luigi has lived in Milan, Delft, New York, and London. He began his career at the Milan office of a Pritzker Laureate, and later was an integral member of the Stirling Prize-winning team for the Bloomberg Headquarters in London. More recently, he has completed several residential projects with Bay Area Architectural Firms. Luigi holds a B.A. and an M.A. in Architecture from Politecnico di Milano. 



Caleb Bentley
Born and raised in Vancouver, BC, Caleb holds a B.A in History from Claremont McKenna College and a Master of Architecture from The University of California Berkeley, where he received the Mario Campi Art in Architecture Award and The John K. Branner Travelling Fellowship. Caleb has worked in design offices in both Europe and North America. 


Aggie Fielding
Born in a rural corner of the United Kingdom, Aggie holds a BSc from the Bartlett School of Architecture in London where she received the Trevor Sprott Dissertation Prize. Moving to the United States, Aggie attained her MArch with Distinction at Harvard Graduate School of Design and was awarded the Faculty Design Award and Certificate of Academic Achievement. Before joining Mork-Ulnes Architects, Aggie worked in several practices across the United Kingdom, Ireland and North America.






2023
American Institute of Architects, California,  Merit Award, Octothorpe House
2023 AIA SF Home Tours; Architecture + the City Festival - Silver Lining House


2022
American Institute of Architects, Redwood Empire, Merit Award, Frame House
American Institute of Architects San Francisco, Merit Award, Tetherow


2021
European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture – Mies van der Rohe Award, Nomination, Skigard Hytte


2020
Architectural League of New York’s Emerging Voices Award
American Institute of Architects California Council, Honor Award, Skigard Hytte
AZ Awards,Best Single Family House Award, Skigard Hytte
Architzer A+ Awards, Best Residential Project, Skigard Hytte
American Institute of Architects Redwood Empire Chapter, Citation Award, Triple Barn House
American Institute of Architects Redwood Empire Chapter, Merit Award, Ridge House


2019
European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture - Mies van der Rohe Award, Mylla Hytte
American Institute of Architects, San Francisco Chapter, Honor Award, Ridge House
Architects's Newspaper Best of Design Awards, Honorable Mention, Triple Barn House
Architizer A+ Awards, Finalist, Ridge House


2018
American Institute of Architects California Council, Merit Award, Mylla Hytte
Architectural Review House Award, Shortlist, Mylla Hytte
Dezeen Awards, Shortlist, Mylla Hytte
Architizer A+ Awards, Jury Winner in XS House, Mylla Hytte
Azure AZ Award, Finalist, Mylla Hytta


2017
American Institute of Architects California Council, Merit Award, Troll Hus
"Under 40. Young Norwegian Architecture". Touring exhibition to various museums throughout Norway 2014 to 2017


2016
American Institute of Architects California Council, Honor Award, Moose Road
Residential Architect Design Award, Troll Hus
American Architecture Prize, Bronze in Interior Design, Troll Hus
American Institute of Architects San Francisco, Citation Award, Troll Hus


2015
Architectural Record, Design Vanguard Award, 2015
American Institute of Architects California Council, California's Finest Emerging Talent


2014
Residential Architect Design Award, Moose Road
Architizer A+ Awards, Finalist, Moose Road
American Institute of Architects San Francisco, Honor Award, Moose Road
California Home + Design Awards, Moose Road
Architizer A+ Awards, Finalist, Meier Road


2013
American Institute of Architects California Council, Honor Award, Moose Road
Norwegian National Museum of Art, Exhibition, "Under 40. Young Norwegian Architecture".


2012
American Institute of Architects Redwood Empire, Honor Award, Moose Road


2009
California Home + Design Award, Clayton Street






2023
20th Annual Architecture + the City Festival - Architects Forum, San Francisco CA
University of Hawaiʻi, Guest Lecture, Honolulu HI


2022
Alaska Design Forum, 2022 Speaker Series, Alaska
Stanford University, 2022 Lecture Series, California
Architectural Record, 2022 Record Houses Live Lecture


2021
California College of the Arts, 2021 Spring Lecture Series, California


2020
The Architectural League of New York Lecture 2020 Emerging Voices Winner
International Forum of Architecture & Construction in Wood, Bilbao, Spain


2019
Fondazione Architetti Firenze Lecture, Florence, Italy
Kent State University, Florence Program AACUPI
The American Institute of Architects Redwood Empire Chapter, Santa Rosa, California


2018
University of Berkeley’s College of Environmental Design, Arch 262 In Detail Lecture
Architects’ Forum, The Architecture + the City Festival, the Center for Architecture + Design in collaboration with AIA San Francisco


2015
The American Institute of Architects California, Monterey Design Conference “Emerging Talents” Lecture, 2015






2024
Silver Lining featurerd on the Cover of Azure Magazine's in "Art House"
Azure Magazine
January 2024


Crest ADU Featured in "Mork-Ulnes Architects Nestles an ADU with a Flexible Kitchen into a Bay Area Hillside"
Architectural Record
January 2024


Crest ADU Featured on Cover of Nytt Rom in "Gjestehus i bratt skråning" (Guesthouse on a steep incline)
Nytt Rom
January 2024




2023
Silver Lining House featured in "Tour a Striking All-Black Home in San Francisco"
Architectural Digest
February 2023


Dobbel Hytte featured in "Vinterhytta på Kvitfjell åpner seg mot solen som en krokodillekjeft"
D2 - Dagens Næringsliv
April 2023


Mylla Hytte and Skigard Hytte featured in "Inside Nordic Homes" (Book)
Braun Publishing
May 2023


Octothorpe House featured in "Hus i Ørkenen med Mange Funksjoner" (Cover Story)
Nytt Rom
January 2023


Silver Lining featured in "Mork-Ulnes creates black San Francisco house to be "laboratory" for creative work"
Dezeen
September 2023


Silver Lining featured in "Nella Casa Di Un Interior Designer e Di Un Fotografo (Di Architettura) Fra Opere D'Arte E Arredi"
Elle Decor Italy
September 2023


Octothorpe House Featured in "Hashtag" (Cover Story)
Atrium Magazine
March 2023


Silver Lining Featured in "Contrasting Cohesion"
Architects Newspaper Interior
September 2023




2022
Skigard Hytte published in "Timber Buildings SML"
Detail
September, 2022


Frame House featured in "Our New Flames”
The Architect’s Newspaper
September, 2022


Frame House featured in “Fire-resistant Sonoma house is perched in the Californian landscape”
Wallpaper*
June, 2022


Octothorpe House featured in "A New Type Of House"
The Wall Street Journal
June, 2022


Frame House featured in "Fire-resistant Sonoma House"
Wallpaper*
June, 2022


Frame House featured in “Record Houses”
Architectural Record
April, 2022


Frame House featured in “Panoramic Fortress”
Abitare
January, 2022


Octothorpe in "Mork-Ulnes completes eight-sided Octothorpe House in Oregon desert"
dezeen.com
December 2022


Octothorpe House Featured in "An SF Couple Erect a Hashtag-Shaped Home in the High Desert"
Dwell Magazine
December 2022




2021
Skigard Hytte featured in "Beyond the Log Cabin"
The Financial Times
October, 2021


Skigard Hytte featured in "Wohnen mitten im Schnee: Skigard Hytte von Mork-Ulnes Architects"
Detail Magazine
July, 2021


Meier Road published in "Evergreen Architecture"
Gestalten Publishers
June, 2021


Skigard Cabin featured in "Architizer: The World’s Best Architecture"
Phaidon Publishers
April, 2021


Troll Hus is featured in “Never Too Old to Go Modern”
The Wall Street Journal
February 26, 2021




2020
Mork Ulnes Architects featured in "Architects Imagine the Dream Homes of Europe’s Green Future"
Bloomberg
December, 2020


Skigard Cabin featured in "Reinventing the vernacular: a holiday house dressed as a wooden hut in Norway"
Domus
November, 2020


Mylla Cabin published in "Snowbound – Dwelling in Winter"
Princeton Architectural Press
October, 2020


Skigard featured in "Mork-Ulnes constructs raised Skigard Cabin using detached log cladding"
Dezeen
June, 2020


Skigard Cabin featured in "This Norwegian Ski Cabin Is Rough Around the Edges—but Refined Within"
Dwell Magazine
April, 2020


"Design lessons from Norway" – an Interview with Casper Mork Ulnes and the Architecture League
The Architectural League of New York
March, 2020


Interview: "Casper Mork-Ulnes Discusses His Diverse Upbringing and How to Learn From History"
Designboom
February, 2020




2019
Ridge House featured in "Holiday Guest House in California"
Detail Magazine
December, 2019


Mylla Cabin featured in "Mountain Kaleidoscope"
Abitare
December, 2019


Troll Hus featured in "Radical architecture for bespoke ski chalets"
Financial Times
November, 2019


Triple Barn House featured in "Mork-Ulnes designs Corten house for a food entrepreneur in the Sonoma Valley"
Wallpaper*
June, 2019


Mylla Cabin Published in "Architizer: The World’s Best Architecture"
Phaidon Publishers
February, 2019


Ridge House featured in "A concrete retreat in California designed by Mork-Ulnes Architects is equipped for climate change"
Wallpaper*
January, 2019




2018
Mylla Cabin Featured in "Holiday Home near Jevnaker"
Detail Magazine
November, 2018


Ridge House featured in "Lift off with the November Issue"
Wallpaper*
November, 2018


Moose Road published in "Small Innovative Houses"
Rizzoli Publishers
October, 2018


Mylla Cabin featured in "A Pinwheel-Shaped Cabin in Norway Is a Fresh Take on the Traditional Hytte"
Dwell Magazine
May, 2018


Mylla Cabin featured in "Wooden wonder: Mork-Ulnes Architects redesigns the cabin"
Wallpaper*
April, 2018


Mylla Cabin featured in "Mork-Ulnes Architects completes timber-clad house with pinwheel plan in a Norwegian forest"
Dezeen
April, 2018


Mylla Cabin is "House of the Month"
Architectural Record
January, 2018




2017
Moose Road published in "Nomadic Living"
Braun Publishing
November, 2017


Trollhus published in "Black: Architecture in Monochrome"
Phaidon Publishing
October, 2017


Meier Road published in "Living in Wood"
Braun Publishing
June, 2018


Mylla Cabin featured in "Denne hytta har nok fløyer til at alle kan trekke seg litt tilbake"
D2 - Dagens Næringsliv
February, 2017




2016
Meier Road featured in "Un fienile diventa studio d’artista"
Abitare
September, 2016


Meier Road featured in "Recycling-Refugium Künstleratelier in Kalifornien"
Detail Magazine
September, 2016


Troll Hus featured in "A Vacation House in California for a three generation family"
Domus
August, 2016


Meier Road featured in "Creatividad Maxima"
Architectural Digest
August, 2016


Meier Road featured "Dining area grows from California artist studio by Mork-Ulnes"
Dezeen
August, 2016


Meier Road featured in "Mork-ulnes architects bring lush foliage into artist studio and home in California"
Designboom
August, 2016


Meier Road featured in "Artist Studio in Sonoma"
Arch Daily
August, 2016


Meier Road featured in "Architettura/Ristrutturazione Rustico a California"
Elle Decor
July, 2016


Moose Road Residence published in "150 Best Tiny Home Ideas"
Harper Collins Publishers
June, 2016


Moose Road listed in "Top 100 Projects"
Arch Daily
June, 2016


Troll Hus featured in "Troll Hus by Mork-Ulnes Architects"
Architectural Record
May, 2016


Troll Hus featured in "Mork-Ulnes completes California ski chalet coated in black tar"
Dezeen
May, 2016


Troll Hus featured in "Troll Hus/Mork-Ulnes Architects"
Arch Daily
May, 2016


Troll Hus featured in "Mork-ulnes architects constructs Californian winter retreat for a family of 15"
Designboom
May, 2016


Troll Hus featured in "300 kvd hytte til svigemor"
D2 - Dagens Næringsliv
April, 2016


Troll Hus featured in "Here's What Norse Mythology and Modern Architecture Have in Common"
Dwell Magazine
March, 2016




2015
Troll Hus featured in "3 Houses, 3 Countries, 3 Woods"
Wallpaper*
December, 2015


Troll Hus featured in "Casper Mork-Ulnes’ Californian home is timber inside and out"
Wallpaper*
December, 2015


MUA Featured in "Norsk arkitekt til topps i USA"
Dagens Næringsliv
December, 2015


Moose Road featured in "A bicultural practice practice distinguished by a quirky minimalism"
Architectural Record
December, 2015


Meier Road featured in "The Shape of the City"
San Francisco Magazine
October, 2015


Moose Road featured in "Coast to coast: the Wallpaper* pick of contemporary American architecture"
Wallpaper*
August, 2016




2014
Ullevålsveien Residence featured in "Nordic Know How"
Dwell Magazine
November, 2014


Moose Road Residence published in "Hide and Seek" Gestalten Publishers
Gestalten Publishers
August, 2014




2013
Mork Ulnes Architects published in "Nasjonal Museet Arkitekturårbok"
Pax Forlag
December, 2013


Moose Road Residence featured in "Natural Selection"
Wallpaper*
October, 2013


Moose Road Residence featured in "Moose Road House in California, by Mork-Ulnes Architects"
Wallpaper*
October, 2013


20th Street Residence featured in "New Flip Trick, No Deck Required"
San Francisco Magazine
January, 2013




2012
Moose Road Residence featured in "Vacation Home in California"
Architectural Record
November, 2012


20th Street Residences featured in "Casper og SFOSLO"
Nytt Rom
October, 2012


20th Street Residences featured in "Ramping it up"
Azure Magazine
October, 2012


Ullevålsveien Residence featured in "Casper og SFOSLO"
Nytt Rom
October, 2012




2011
Mork Ulnes Architects featured in "San Francisco/Oslo"
Nytt Rom
November, 2011




2010
Cabana published in "Contemporary Prefab Houses"
Braun Publishing
January, 2010




2009
Clayton Street Residences featured in "Doing more with less"
The San Francisco Chronicle
September, 2009




2008
Clayton Street Residences featured in "Updating the Haight"
The New York Times
November, 2008




2007
Cabana prefab buildings featured in "Cheap, fast or good. Pick two"
arcCA Digest - Journal of AIA California
October, 2007


Cabana prefab buildings featured in "Think Small"
The New York Times
February, 2007
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We make every effort to ensure that the information provided is as accurate and up-to-date as possible. The contents have been carefully compiled. Nevertheless errors can occur. MORK-ULNES accepts no responsibility or liability for the accuracy, reliability, completeness and timeliness of the information on this and/or linked websites.



Anonymous data collection and processing
Unless otherwise stated in the following sections, no personal data will be collected, processed or used when using our website. However, we learn certain technical information about the use of the webaccess log on the basis of the data transmitted by your browser (e.g. browser type/version, operating system used, websites visited on our site incl. duration of visit, previously visited website). We only evaluate this information for statistical purposes. It is periodically deleted.



Google Analytics
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google Inc, (1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). The use includes the operating mode "Universal Analytics". This makes it possible to assign data, sessions and interactions across multiple devices to a pseudonymous user ID and thus analyze the activities of a user across devices. Google Analytics uses "cookies", which are text files placed on your computer, to help the website analyze how users use the site. The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website is usually transmitted to a Google server in the USA and stored there. You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings on your browser, however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full functionality of this website.



Cookies
We also use so-called cookies for the purpose of improving our web offers. Cookies are text information files that your web browser stores on your computer when you open one of our websites. We use this cookie technology to tailor our websites to your preferences. If you want to prevent the use of cookies, you can refuse the acceptance of cookies in your browser. Please refer to the instructions of your browser manufacturer to find out how this works in detail.

We collect personal data when you voluntarily provide us with it, for example when you contact us. The personal data transmitted to us in this way will only be used for direct communication with you. A communication of this information takes place expressly on a voluntary basis and with your consent. Insofar as this information relates to communication channels (e.g. e-mail address, telephone number), you also agree that we may also contact you via this communication channel.



Security
We have taken extensive technical and operational precautions to protect your data from accidental or intentional manipulation, loss, destruction or access by unauthorized persons. Our security procedures are regularly reviewed and adapted to technological progress.



No data transmission to third parties
Your data will not be passed on to third parties unless we are legally obliged to do so. Insofar as external service providers come into contact with your personal data, we have taken legal, technical and organisational measures and carried out regular checks to ensure that they comply with the provisions of data protection legislation.



Right to information
We will be pleased to inform you whether and which of your personal data is stored by us and delete it if desired.



Data Protection Officer
Our data protection officer will be happy to assist you with these matters via mail.



General disclaimer of liability
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Project Name
Frame House 


Project Type
Wine Country Retreat, New Build 


Location
Sonoma, California, USA


Status
Completed 2021


Gross Floor Area
4,065 ft2


Collaborators
Surfacedesign Inc, ZFA Structural Engineers, The Office of Charles DeLisle, RGH Consultants, Adobe Associates, Tucci Lighting, Nordby Signature Homes


Project Team
Alicia Hergenroeder, Casper Mork-Ulnes, Robert Scott, Lexie Mork-Ulnes, Kyle Anderson, Phi Van Phan 


Photography
Photos by Bruce Damonte 


Awards
American Institute of Architects, Redwood Empire, Merit Award, Frame House


Articles
Our New Flames: New projects demonstrate how designers in California respond to increased fire risksThe Architect's Newspaper





A concrete
framework establishes the structure and rhythm of Frame House, a residence in
the Sonoma countryside. Rooted on a hillside above a forested canyon and
vineyards, this structural grid maximizes the connection between the inside and
out, allowing for natural light and direct access to the exterior from every
room. The loggia, which wraps three sides of the house’s perimeter, shades
living spaces and provides access to expansive views from the second level
decks. The house is designed to confront the “new normal” reality of
climate-change fueled wildfires in California. The property was ravaged by the
Nuns Wildfire in 2017 and after the previous home suffered damage, the new home
was to be armored with fire resistant materials. Concrete columns, shear walls,
soffits, and metal clad windows are softened by the addition of wood clad
panels which are added as a superficial and sacrificial layer. 
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